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CORE BUSINESS

knowledge in motion

getafren.com

ZOHL WEB SERVICES
fundtogive.com
We provide complete crowdsourcing solutions
(donation, fundraising, and crowdfunding) to empower
individuals, NGOs and social enterprises to raise funds.
We aim to bring out the best in people’s generosity for
the greater good of their society.

mykerjaya.com
mykerjaya.com is one of our online flagship applications
developed with industries’ needs in mind. Designed to
fulfill employers’ requirements for talent acquisition and
management, mykerjaya.com is user-friendly and
resourceful. Both, job seekers and employers, can
leverage on the easy-to-use navigation tools from
resume search to talent screening.

kritik.com.my
This is our media platform for anyone with critical views
on variety of topics/issues to congregate and discuss,
exchange views & thoughts, and form a virtual pressure
group towards specific stakeholders

runcit.myhandyshoppe.com
This is our e-commerce platform established to provide
additional access to market for your daily grocery
needs. Traditional Brick & Mortar, Mom & Pop can
setup their storefront selling directly to the consumers.
Consumers can rest-assured to receive fresh products
at reasonable prices and directly supporting the
economic well-being of these groups.
“Many of life’s failures are people who did not realize
how close they were to success when they gave up.”

getafren.com is a website that allows you to engage
local Friends from all over the world. You can engage a
local Friend to hang out with, go to a movie or
restaurant with, or someone to go with you to a party or
event. Engage a friend to teach you a new skill or hobby,
or to show you around an unfamiliar town.
getafren.com is strictly a platonic Friendship website.
getafren.com is NOT a dating website, and NOT an
Escort agency. Services on getafren.com are strictly for
FRIENDSHIP purposes only.

myhandyshoppe.com
Our latest project on e-commerce platform. This ecommerce platform is established to provide additional
access to market with user-friendly interface and builtin analytical tools, and low marketing costs for local
entrepreneurs and SMEs.

pasar.myhandyshoppe.com
This is our e-commerce platform established to provide
additional access to market for four categories of
products, mainly, vegetables, fruits, seafood, and halal
meat. Farmers, fishermen, and breeders can setup their
storefront selling directly to the consumers. Consumers
can rest-assured to receive fresh produce at
reasonable prices and directly supporting the economic
well-being of these groups.

mhc.myhandyshoppe.com
This is our social enterprise platform to assist
marginalized groups such as single mothers, orang asli,
senior citizen, and the physically challenged. Our
platform provides additional market access to products
produced by these groups. Every single purchase made
by our customers is a direct contribution to support the
economic well-being of these groups.

– Thomas Edison
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